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IGL to host USGreek office once again without director
China symposium
this weekend
by

Corinne Segal

Daily Editorial Board

by

Gabrielle Hernandez
Daily Staff Writer

The Institute for Global Leadership
(IGL) will this Friday kick off its
fourth annual U.S.-China Relations
Symposium, revamped this year and
now offering two days of panels featuring speakers from around the country
and the world.
Policymakers and scholars representing American, Chinese and Asian regional perspectives will speak at five panels
in the Cabot Intercultural Center, each
focused on China’s political relationship with a different region in Asia, in
particular the South China Sea region,
South Asia, the Korean peninsula, Japan
and Taiwan.
This year’s two-day symposium is
co-sponsored by the Alliance Linking
Leaders in Education and the Services
(ALLIES), a student group that works
to promote civil-military relations,
and marks an expansion from previous
years, in which the panels were
smaller in scale and held over a single
afternoon.
While in the past the event has largely featured local scholars, symposium
organizers this year will host speakers
from New York and Washington, D.C., as
well as Dingli Shen, a prominent scholar
in U.S.-China relations from the Fudan
University in Shanghai.
see CHINA, page 2

After less than a year at Tufts,Tanya
McGinn Paolo is no longer the Director
of Fraternity and Sorority Life, the
Greek community learned last month.
Jamie Engle, the coordinator of orientation and administration in the
Undergraduate Orientation Office,
will serve as interim director of fraternity and sorority life until the university fills the position permanently.
Dean of Student Affairs Bruce
Reitman announced Paolo’s departure
in a meeting on Feb. 17 of Greek council and chapter presidents, as well as
Engle, but he did not give an explanation for Paolo’s departure, according to Panhellenic Council President
Dana Traub, a senior.
“They made it very clear that they
weren’t going to tell us if she was fired
or if she resigned,” Traub said. “They
felt it wasn’t their place to give us the
reason, but they wanted us to know
she was no longer with the university.”
Reitman said he expects to hire
another director by the end of the
semester, but said Paolo’s permanent
replacement would not begin working
until the fall.
“I think the likelihood is that somebody will be named and announced
well prior to their joining the university,” Reitman said, adding that he has
already received a number of inquiries about the job.
“We actually have tons of interest
in the position,” Reitmansaid. “I’ve
been getting applications and letters
of interest from all over the country.”
Reitman said students seemed dis-

Danai Macridi/Tufts Daily

Delta Upsilon and the rest of the Greek houses on campus are currently without a Greek
life director, after Tanya McGinn Paolo left the university last month.
appointed that Paolo had left but were
glad that the search for a new director
has already begun.
Paolo did not respond to repeated
requests for comment, and Reitman
would not comment on the reason for
her departure, citing respect for her
privacy.
“I have no information as to why
she left, and, as a council and as a

community, we’re just moving forward
beyond that,” Inter-Greek Council
President Eric Swanson, a junior,
said.
The university hired Paolo in the summer of 2010 following a one-year period
— after the resignation of her predecessor — in which there was no permanent
see PAOLO, page 2

Associate Provost Manno will join ‘HUB’ website to link
Olin College as provost and dean researchers, industry
by

Laina Piera

by

Margaret Young

Daily Editorial Board

Contributing Writer

Associate Provost Vincent
Manno will in July leave Tufts to
join Franklin W. Olin College of
Engineering as its next provost and
dean of faculty.
Manno decided to take the
position because he hopes to have
a large-scale impact on engineering education.
“It was a hard decision, but I was
offered an exciting opportunity to
help be part of transforming engineering education, not only at one
school but nationally or perhaps
even internationally,” Manno said.
Manno, who is also a professor of mechanical engineering and
will continue to teach the subject
at Olin, said the college takes an
innovative approach to engineering instruction.
“I’ve always been very interested
in engineering education, and the
fact that Olin is trying to basically
shift the paradigm of how undergraduate engineering education is
structured was really the exciting
possibility for me,” he said.
Manno has been on Tufts’ faculty since the fall of 1984. He served
as chair of the Department of

courtesy Vincent Manno

see MANNO, page 2

Associate Provost Vincent Manno will leave Tufts at the end of the academic year
to serve as provost and dean of faculty at Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering.

Tufts’
Institute
for
Biopharmaceutical Partnerships
last month launched an online
interactive feature aimed at
attracting potential collaborators
in the pharmaceutical industry.
The institute, founded two
years ago, is an initiative run
by Tufts School of Medicine
(TUSM) and the university’s
Advancement Division in the
interest of creating and managing partnerships between
the
university’s
medical
researchers and the pharmaceutical industry.
The website, or “HUB,” is
the latest of the institute’s
projects to develop partners
in the pharmaceutical industry to transform research done
at the university into medical technologies and real-life
medical outcomes in the pharmaceutical industry.
Institute founder and Chief
Business Officer Lawrence
Botticelli said the new website
will enhance the capabilities
and scope of the organization.
“Indeed, establishment of
such a website was an early
strategic
objective,
now

Inside this issue

achieved,” Botticelli said in an
e-mail to the Daily.
HUB allows online visitors to
browse research projects and
developments occurring in different fields at Tufts, providing links to related publications
and studies by Tufts faculty.
It also provides a feature
through which website visitors have the ability to search
for research being done in a
specific area of study, such as
biology and aging or regenerative medicine and inflammation, and allows them to
contact the institute if they are
interested in partnering with
the researchers.
The website’s ability to facilitate communication between
Tufts researchers and those
interested in marketing their
work will create valuable collaborations, Botticelli believes.
“[The partnerships will]
provide financial and technological resources to support a
range of life-sciences research
activities, facilitate the development of innovative technology platforms and drug discovery research initiatives and
spur preclinical development
see HUB, page 2
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Police Briefs
Ridin’ dirty

BYOB

Fire and ice

Tufts
University
Police
Department (TUPD) on Feb. 24
stopped and cited an individual for driving with a suspended
license on Professors Row. The
driver was pulled over after
TUPD officers ran a search on
the license-plate number and
found his driver’s license had
been suspended. The car was
not towed because another
person arrived to drive the car
for the driver.

TUPD on Feb. 24 responded
to a report that someone had
between 2 a.m. and 8 a.m.
thrown a full can of beer
through a window of the Delta
Upsilon fraternity house, located at 114 Professors Row.

TUPD officers at 12:30 a.m on
Feb. 27. shut down a party at
the Theta Delta Chi (123) fraternity house at 123 Packard
Ave. after someone had set
off a fire extinguisher inside.
Officers also found an ice
luge, which they destroyed.

—Compiled by Brent Yarnell based on reports from Tufts University
Police Department

Dilys Ong/Tufts Daily

A new website launched by Tufts’ Institute for Biopharmaceutical Partnerships aims to share the work of
Tufts’ medical researchers with the pharmaceutical industry.

New website will help connect Tufts medical
researchers, pharmaceutical industry
HUB

continued from page 1

research activities with the
express purpose of facilitating the generation and selection of new drug candidates,”
Botticelli said.
Collaboration between pharmaceutical companies and university researchers is a logical
one, David Damassa, professor and dean for Information
Technology at TUSM, said.
“Many of the researchers
rely on pharma compounds
for basic biological research,
so that sets up a partnership,” Damassa said. “There
have been many examples of

instances where researchers
have partnered with companies to advance science.”
Damassa said the website
would promote the transformation of medical discoveries made at Tufts into practical
realities for patients.
“The site fosters the dissemination of Tufts intellectual property and brings life sciences to
the bedside,” he said.
These partnerships could
also financially benefit the university, according to Botticelli.
“Revenue streams from
such activities are multiform,”
Botticelli said. “They range
from service fees, upfront fees

and performance-driven payments to proceeds from revenue-sharing joint venture models, back-end royalty flows and
profit[-]sharing arrangements.”
David Greenblatt, chief
scientific officer of the institute, added that — ideally —
a majority of any financial
benefit generated by the HUB
would be channeled toward
continued research and development among the university’s
medical researchers.
“To establish ties to industrial and other outside sponsors would ultimately yield support of collaborative research,”
Greenblatt said.

Manno to head into new position as provost,
dean of faculty at Olin College this summer
MANNO

continued from page 1

Mechanical Engineering between
1993 and 2001 and in 2002 took
the position of associate dean of
engineering.
Manno said Olin, which is
located in Needham, Mass., was
an attractive choice because of
its strong partnerships with peer
universities both in the United
States and abroad.
“Olin is not only a school unto
itself but it has partnerships with
domestic [universities] and is developing partnerships with international universities who are looking
to revise and transform their own
education programs,” he said.
As provost and dean of faculty
at Olin, Manno will serve as its
chief academic officer, responsible
for programs overseeing academic
and student life.
Provost and Senior Vice
President Jamshed Bharucha said
Manno has had a positive influence at Tufts, citing specifically his
work on environmentally focused

programs. Bharucha cited in particular Manno’s role in bringing
the Stockholm Environmental
Institute, an international research
organization, to Tufts’ campus.
“Through Vin Manno’s work,
they decided to locate their Boston
area office right here at Tufts,”
Bharucha said. “It has provided
opportunities for our students and
for our faculty and really taken our
environmental research and study
to the next level.”
Bharucha also noted Manno’s
direction of the team composed
of Tufts and Boston Architectural
College students that participated
in the U.S. Department of Energy’s
2009 Solar Decathlon.
“It was a project whereby
Tufts students were in charge of
designing and implementing a
solar house, so they built it right
on campus and then transported
it to Washington, where it was
exhibited on the Washington Mall
as part of a contest,” Bharucha
said. “That was through Professor
Manno’s leadership.”

Professor of Mechanical
Engineering Chris Rogers said
Manno has had a stabilizing
influence on the department
during his time at Tufts, praising
both his administrative abilities
and his willingness to connect
with students.
“I think his footprint as far
as we’ve seen is the people that
have gotten hired within the past
10 or 15 years, the fact that the
department is running smoothly
and that he’s done a lot for the
whole university, too, in getting
more interdisciplinary graduate
research programs and joint proposals,” Rogers said.
Manno said his time at Tufts
has been a formative experience.
“It’s a place where I think I really
grew as a person, as a professor,
and gained so much of the administrative experience that I know I
will need when I take on this new
role,” Manno said. “Most importantly, I’ve made a terrific number
of close friends, and they will last
through my career.”
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Scholars and experts convene
Friday for revamped symposium

CHINA

continued from page 1

Symposium Director Daniel
Yoon, a senior, said more contributions from donors and
increased funding from the IGL
allowed for a larger budget for
the symposium and its subsequent improvements.
“In previous years, we’ve
operated on several hundred
dollars,” Yoon said. “This year,
we’re spending nearly $8,000.”
Junior Winnie Hu, the symposium’s sponsorship and marketing coordinator, said the
additional funds and the symposium’s corresponding growth
have marked a new beginning
for the event
“Because it’s a much bigger
scale, in a way it’s the first [symposium], even though it’s technically the fourth,” Hu said of
the changes.
Ming Lin, a member of the
team that organized fundraising for the symposium, was
pleased to see how the event
has expanded from previous
years.
“We wanted to make this
conference the biggest and the
best it’s ever been, and we set
very high goals for ourselves,”
Lin, a freshman, said. “To see
the conference develop in contrast to what it’s been like for
the last three years, it’s a great
step forward.”
Yoon, who has helped organize the symposium for the past
three years, said the topic of
U.S.-China relations is currently one of the most important in
the field of international relations.
“This may be the most important bilateral relationship of any
two nations in the world,” Yoon
said. “For individuals and students here, this is an opportunity
to reconsider China for the sake
of the greater global economy.”
Senior Han Chen, the symposium’s programming coordinator,
hopes the diversity of the panels’
topics will foster a balanced and

constructive discussion.
“We’re really striving to have
each of the viewpoints and
angles represented,” he said.
“We hope these discussions don’t
just accuse China of being a bad
national neighbor, but hold it
accountable in an open and constructive light.”
J. Stapleton Roy, who has
served as a U.S ambassador to
China, Indonesia and Singapore,
will on Friday deliver the keynote address. Shen and Retired
Rear Admiral Eric McVadon, who
has spoken at the symposium
in previous years, will close the
event with an interactive “fireside chat.”
Yoon said the panels are structured to be a learning experience
for attendees.
“We’re hoping to provide students here and future leaders
of both sides of the Pacific an
opportunity to interact with and
learn from current leaders and
experts,” Yoon said.
The event, Hu said, covers
global issues that should appeal
to students of all subjects, not
just international relations.
“I’m an art history major,” Hu
said, “But I think human beings
don’t live in an isolated environment, and the more you’re aware
of, the more you can understand
society and civilization in a more
holistic way.”
Chen hopes the networking
opportunities and big ideas presented at the symposium will
help further its goal to foster an
interaction between generations
and promote better ties between
“maybe the two biggest economies in the world.”
Yoon hopes the event will
encourage attendees to engage
with the global community and
to take steps toward making the
West meet the East.
“Enhancing
cooperation
between these countries will be
essential,” he said. “We need to be
partners together in the political
and economic world if we want a
healthy future, a healthy century.”

Paulo’s replacement likely to
begin next fall, search underway
PAOLO

continued from page 1

director. The vacancy occurred
during a flexible hiring freeze
imposed amid the economic
downturn, preventing the university from hiring a new director until that summer.
Reitman served as interim
director during the 2009-10
academic year. Engle was also
involved with the position’s
responsibilities during that
period, according to Reitman.
During that time, the Greek
community was largely student-run, according to Traub.
The Greek community is in a
better place now than it was
the last time a director left the
position, she said.
“We’re more organized as
students ourselves, having for
a year had to do everything
pretty much alone,” Traub
said.”We’re much stronger in
our leadership positions.”
Traub called Engle a good
fit for the job, adding that her
familiarity with Greek life will
allow for continuity, she said.
“When Jamie takes on the
responsibilities, she doesn’t
take it on casually, and she’s
there as Greek director twentyfour seven even though she has
another job going on,” Traub
said.”She is taking on the position as if she is the full director. It doesn’t feel like much
has changed,” she added.

Greek chapters will be able
to continue any projects they
had planned despite Paolo’s
departure, Traub and Engle
said. They will continue to
work on programming for the
semester, including Greek
Week and a new-member education program, according to
Engle and Swanson.
Engle
has
worked
to
strengthen communication
among the Greek community’s
chapters, Traub said.
“She was looking into different online technology to bring
us all together, be more open
and communicative and just
working on building up the
councils,” Traub said.
The Greek community also
hopes to improve the structure
of the Fraternity and Sorority
Judiciary Board by working
with Judicial Affairs Officer
Veronica Carter, Engle said.
“Even though it’s easier
when you have a Greek director that’s there, everyone is
still really on track and on
board for all those goals,”
Traub said.
Engle expressed optimism
that she will be able to facilitate
cooperation within the Greek
community this semester.
“They’re very willing to
work with me,” she said, “and
I’m looking forward to working with them throughout the
semester.”
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Res Quad
ramblings
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President Barack Obama’s proposed budget cuts would affect Pell Grant recipients and graduate students. Pictured above at a Feb. 14
event with Obama are Education Secretary Arne Duncan, left, and Jacob Lew, director of the Office of Management and Budget, right.

With new budget proposal students
worry about federal financial aid cuts
by

Angelina Rotman

Daily Editorial Board

For cash-strapped students across
the country, financial aid can often
make or break the ability to go to
college. The already thorny issue
may become even pricklier if the
Senate passes the proposed changes to federal aid in President Barack
Obama’s 2012 budget plan, which was
already approved by the House of
Representatives last month.
These changes would target two
groups already struggling under the
weight of the education price tag: Pell
Grant recipients and graduate and professional students.
“Obama’s proposals are trying
to find the funds for financial aid,”
Patricia Reilly, the Tufts director
of financial aid and co-manager of
Student Financial Services, said. “It’s

sort of thinking about, what are our
priorities?”
According to Reilly, increased student need due to the recent recession
should make Pell Grants a priority.
“[The federal Pell Grant program]
is the basic need-based program for
undergrads,” she said. “Because the
need for the program has gone up in
the last couple years, they need to find
money to fund the Pell.”
The Pell Grant program, which provided a maximum scholarship of $5,500
for the 2010-11 school year, is the largest
source of federal aid to some 8 million
low-income college students. The budget
plan proposes to save $8 billion dollars
next year and $60 billion over the next
10 years by eliminating the “year-round
Pell,” a recent addition to federal aid that
allows Pell candidates to receive the grant
twice in one calendar year, intended for
use toward summer courses.

“It looks like [the summer Pell] will
go away as quickly as it arrived,” Reilly
said. “It’s sort of a neat program, in
that it allows students to accelerate
their degrees. Last summer, it was used
at Tufts by about 50 students. There
will be students disappointed when we
don’t have it a year from now.”
The second proposal would affect
a greater number of students, namely
those pursuing graduate and professional studies. If the budget passes,
this proposal will reduce subsidies for
graduate and professional loans, saving the government $2 billion next year
and $29 billion over the next 10 years. It
would also profoundly impact the way
these loans are repaid.
“That’s a really tough decision,”
Reilly said. “It’s one of the issues that’s
been kicking around in the financial
see BUDGET, page 4

Harvard lecturer spearheads movement
to improve American education
by

Amelia Quinn

Daily Editorial Board

In less than two decades, the majority of
Americans under 21 will be non-white, with
the largest non-white groups being Hispanic
and African-American. But the achievement gap between racial groups perseveres.
According to The New York Times, only 12
percent of black fourth-grade boys were proficient on a national reading test, in comparison to 38 percent of whites.
That’s where Ronald Ferguson, a senior
lecturer at the Harvard Graduate School
of Education and the Kennedy School of
Government, steps in.
“Thirty or 40 years ago, there was a lot of
publicity being given to people who argued
that racial differences in intelligence were
biologically anchored, and while there are
still some people saying that we’ve made
enough progress at equalizing racial differences … not many people still make that
argument,” Ferguson told the Daily.
According to Ferguson, a significant
racial achievement gap remains — though
it’s not unbridgeable.
“If we can give [non-whites] the opportunities and help people from less advantaged
backgrounds to spend more time in ways
that contribute to their academic growth,
in a few decades from now, we can get to a
place where we’re much more equal than
we are now,” he said. “But to do that, we’ve
got to lay everything out on the table and
work it through.”
Ferguson, the founder of the Achievement

Gap Initiative at Harvard and the creator of
the Tripod Project for School Improvement,
has spent over 30 years trying to ameliorate
the economic and educational barriers faced
by non-whites in America. Instead of basing his work on his own opinions, Ferguson
has spent decades analyzing data and trying
to apply his findings back into the nation’s
school systems.
With three boys of his own, one of whom
graduated from Tufts last year, Ferguson has
a serious stake in trying to close the achievement gap.
Raised in a blue-collar community in
Cleveland, Ohio, Ferguson said that he considers himself lucky for his own educational
experience. His school system was segregated but he characterized it as stable, as he
attended before mandatory desegregation
was enforced, when students were bused
to schools in other neighborhoods to right
racial imbalances.
“It was the kind of school where people
were pretty optimistic about prospects for
success,” he said.
The 60-year-old professor pegs one specific moment during his freshman year at
Cornell University as when he transformed
from wallflower to advocate.
“[Cornell’s Afro-American Society] took
over the student-union building,” Ferguson
said. “We heard that the white fraternities
were coming to kick us out of the building,
and we heard that they had hunting rifles, so
we ended up with 18 rifles and two pistols in
a tense day-and-a-half occupation. I went in
as a follower, but I realized that they’d already

pretty much given us everything we’d asked
for. That was when I learned to think for
myself,” he said.
Ferguson went on to major in economics
before earning a Ph.D. at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. After teaching for five
years at Brandeis University, he was invited
to apply for a faculty position at Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Government.
Ferguson had long been interested in economic development in low-income communities, but by the end of the 1980s, he was
convinced that education was the nation’s
most important economic development
issue. By the mid 1990s, he started studying
the achievement gap, leading to the founding
of the Tripod Project.
“A core aspect of what [the Tripod Project]
does is to survey students and teachers
about what they experience at the classroom
level. Then we give that information back to
schools to inform their improvement strategies,” he said.
After catching the attention of the dean of
the Harvard Graduate School of Education,
Ferguson was asked to head the university’s initiative on the racial achievement
gap, which involved founding the school’s
Achievement Gap Initiative.
Ferguson’s two books, three book-length
reports and several dozen articles and papers
have gained national attention, fueled in part
by a front-page September article in The New
York Times and a Feb. 13 profile in which the
Times focused on Ferguson’s lifelong work.
see FERGUSON, page 4

know it’s hard to picture beneath all the
snow, but come spring the Res Quad will
once again be a great place to read, sunbathe and play Frisbee. In a month or
two when all the igloos have finally melted,
you can expect to find me stretched out on
a blanket in the sun, pretending to study
for exams and thinking about the fact that
if I had tried to do this a century ago, I
would have been underwater.
Let’s begin with the etymology of Res
Quad. Even though Miller, Houston and
Carmichael currently surround the Res
Quad, this abbreviation is actually short
for Reservoir Quadrangle, not Residential
Quadrangle as I initially believed. The
surrounding communities in 1862 chose
Tufts to house the Mystic Reservoir, a
behemoth constructed from three million bricks with a perimeter measuring a
third of a mile at the base of the hill, an
area larger than the Res Quad today.
As usual, I entered the archives with the
notion that Jumbos in the early 1900s were
a mild-mannered bunch who would only
use the reservoir, or Res, for the simple
pleasures in life. I pictured students ice
skating in the winter, bringing their dates
to see a romantic sunset and perhaps even
going for a midnight swim in the warmer
weather. And while the records certainly
confirm all of these innocent activities,
I should have known that the Res would
have a juicier history.
One of the stranger traditions surrounding the Res included Jumbo Rush, a
contest in which competitors scrambled
up the steep and muddy sides of the Res
in a race to claim the first three copies
of the yearbook, specially signed by the
president of the university. In the spring
of 1917, the Tufts Weekly reported that
the rush “was expected to be featured
by battle, murder and sudden death.”
Although I’ve learned to take old Weekly
articles with a grain of salt, the photo
accompanying the article does indeed
show a group of about 50 men duking
it out on the muddy banks of the Res
for those coveted yearbooks signed by
University President Hermon Bumpus.
Its history is not without macabre incidents, demonstrating why it is probably
a bad idea to trust college students with
unrestricted access to a large body of
water on campus. A note in 1922 was
found on the edge of the Res in which
a woman named Laura alleged that she
had drowned herself because of a broken
heart. Although a thorough search was
conducted by local police and university
officials the next day, no body was found
and the suicide was assumed to be a
twisted practical joke.
By 1940 the Res served little practical
purpose and was used only as an emergency water supply. Coupled with a few
too many deaths by drowning, the Res was
finally drained in 1944. Soon after, rumors
swirled about the fate of the Res, with
serious proposals to convert it into a faculty village, a bowling alley, dry cleaning
facilities, a football stadium to be known
as “The Tufts Bowl” or a group of dormitories. The latter suggestion unfortunately
won out over the more practical proposals
and in 1948 the Res was razed and turned
into new dorms and a parking lot.
While it’s certainly nice that the parking lot was converted back to a quad and
we now have luxurious housing such as
Houston Hall, I still feel robbed of my
chance to go for midnight swims and to
tussle in the mud for an autographed yearbook. And though it will always be among
my favorite spring semester pastimes to
relax on the Res Quad, just remember: If
we still had the reservoir, it would have
been exactly like tanning poolside.
Well, sort of.

Alanna Tuller is a sophomore majoring in English. She can be reached at
Alanna.Tuller@tufts.edu.
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Tufts students uneasy about fate of
Pell Grants, graduate loans
BUDGET

continued from page 3

aid community for the last few years:
Is it better to subsidize loans while
students are in school, or is it better
to subsidize loans while students are
in repayment?”
Instead of the government paying
interest on graduate loans while students are in school, students would
enter into a vigorous repayment plan
once they graduate, according to Reilly.
Known as Income-Based Repayment
(IBR), the system allows students to
allot a portion of their salary toward
what they owe.
“They may borrow a lot but then
go into a low-paying job. Instead of
subsidizing everyone, let’s wait and
see who can’t afford it when they’re in
repayment,” Reilly said. “They don’t
put it all on the backs of grad students.
There’s something in place. I hate to
see the cost of borrowing go up while
grants go down. I feel that, given the
fiscal reality right now, there are some
tough choices to be made.”
For current graduate students, the
proposed changes, while not welcome, are a mere drop in the sea of
student debt.
“In my opinion, the extra cost of
accumulated interest during deferral
periods is very small in relation to
the amount of money I’ve taken on
in loans to pay for my education,”
Timothy Welch, a graduate student
studying German, said. “I am able to
pay off my loans over a long period
of time, so the extra interest may only
amount to a few more dollars per
month in payments.”
According to Reilly, the reality of
student loans is hardly immediate.
“The numbers are so unreal when
you’re enrolled as a student — it
doesn’t mean much to you until you
get to repay,” she said.
The mix of grants, loans and scholarships leaves some students feeling as
though they are in over their heads.

“I don’t think I’m completely aware
of what I got myself into,” sophomore Brittney Veeck said. “When I
was applying to college, my parents
said, ‘Don’t think about where you
got scholarships and such, we’ll figure out a way to pay for it.’ I think my
parents didn’t want that to affect my
decision, but I think that made me
unaware. For now, I’m opting to be
blissfully unaware.”
Veeck’s story may ring a chord for
many who feel the financial strain of
attending the second-most expensive university in Massachusetts,
according to the Chronicle of Higher
Education; tuition plus room and
board for the 2010-2011 school year
totaled $52,866. 45 percent of Tufts
students currently receive federal aid
of some sort, and 12 percent receive a
Pell Grant, Reilly said.
“[The proposal] worries me because
I feel that the financial aid system isn’t
that great, and it’s them cutting back
even more,” Veeck said. “I feel it’s a little worrisome because it’s hard enough
for students as it is to graduate, move,
start a new career and pay off your
loans. It’s hard enough as it is to get
out of that debt and now it’s going to
make it even harder.”
While the summer Pell Grant may
be too new to actually be missed, the
reduction in graduate loan subsidies
may have a greater effect.
“I have so many loans when I graduate as it is, I don’t want to add to it
even more,” Veeck said. “It’s already
a tough decision: Do I want to go to
grad school, or get a job and then
consider going back to grad? I always
thought I would get a job right out
and this would push me in that direction even more.”
Reilly and Welch, however, disagree.
“In my mind, the opportunity to
study something I’m passionate about
and the opportunity to build a career
in that subject vastly outweigh the
financial concerns,” Welch said.
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Harvard lecturer is at the forefront of
the movement for racial equality
FERGUSON

continued from page 3

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
recently relied on Tripod Project survey tools
to measure students’ classroom experiences
for the Measures of Effective Teaching project,
in which Ferguson asked students to rate their
teachers in seven different categories. Based
on their responses, he put together a survey
in order to see if students’ opinions on their
teachers’ effectiveness correlated with how
much their standardized test scores improved
from one year to the next.
The results were that student responses
to questions about teaching predicted how
much they learned, demonstrating the need
to constantly improve teaching, he said.
“We need to focus a lot more effectively on
making public schools places where teachers
learn,” he said. “The best schools are places where the teachers work on continually
improving the quality of instruction. Weaker
schools do not do this, and they blame the
stagnant test scores on the students; at the
stronger schools, the perspective is that we
just haven’t yet done what needs to be done
for these students to improve.”
Training teachers to create environments
more conducive to learning, Ferguson said,
is an importance goal for his initiatives in the
next five to 10 years.
One area where racial differences have
become a touchy subject is the home environment. Ferguson said that talking about racial
differences in parenting is a social taboo and
an obstacle that he often faces.
“People don’t want to talk about it
because they’re afraid what is said will
be misused,” he said. “They’re afraid that
people will say it’s their own fault, that
members of low-achieving groups need to
fix themselves. They’re afraid that people
will misuse information in bigoted ways.
But if we can’t have the conversation about
things that we need to do differently, then
we can’t get around to actually doing them
differently,” he said.
Ferguson said that his perspective on the
importance of both home and school was
oversimplified in the Times profile.
“I think one of the points that I want to



Jodi Bosin/Tufts Daily

Harvard Lecturer Ronald Ferguson
be really clear about … is that it’s not about
either home or school. It’s both. There’s a
place in the Times article that said that half
is economics and the other half is parenting, and that’s the reporter’s summary, not
mine,” he said.
Instead, Ferguson said, narrow solutions
should be avoided and work must be done
on several fronts, including peer culture,
teaching and public policies that tackle the
lack of equal opportunity.
“I do think there’s a social movement that I
see growing around the topic,” he said. “I think
the challenge is to structure the discussion in a
way that engages all of the different groups in
society to have a stake in the movement — in
a fundamental way we’re going through a shift
in national identity. ... I think we’re all going to
get pulled into it.”
The racial achievement gap will have
broader consequences if it is not remedied.
Unless substantial changes occur within the
American education system, he said, the U.S.
risks falling behind other nations in terms of
academic accomplishment.
“The U.S. is seriously behind a number of
other countries in a lot of achievement categories, and we got here by thinking that we
were preeminent and by not being ambitious
enough,” he said. “Right now, we’re kind of
playing catch-up. … We need to understand
that our standing in the world is going to be
based on our ability to help people of all backgrounds to do better academically than we
have done in the past.”
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TV Review

Turning something old into something new
‘Shedding’ is certainly borrowed, but won’t make you blue
by

Allison Dempsey

Daily Editorial Board

In today’s widespread and everevolving world of reality television,
it is a miracle that producers con-

Shedding for the Wedding
Starring Sara Rue, Nicky Holender,
Jennifer Cohen, Ashley Koff
Airs Wednesdays at 9 p.m. on
The CW
tinue to come up with new and unique
ideas. Oftentimes, the latest forays
into reality television are tried and
true concepts, or they are mashups of
other shows that have garnered success before.
Enter “Shedding for the Wedding.”
The CW’s latest brainchild is essentially a combination of two other
reality favorites, “The Biggest Loser”
(NBC), a program where obese contestants compete to see who can lose the
most weight, and “Bridalplasty” (E!), a
disgusting display of bridal desperation where women compete to win
their dream plastic surgeries along
with their dream wedding.
“Shedding for the Wedding” combines perhaps the best aspects of these
two shows, as couples compete against
each other to get healthy, lose weight
and in the end be rewarded with the
wedding they have always wanted.
Hosted by Sara Rue, an actress
and, appropriately, a spokeswoman
for the Jenny Craig weight loss program, the show features nine couples
facing off each week to try to lose

cwtv.com

The CW’s new reality show features overweight couples competing for their dream wedding.
more weight than their competitors.
Celebrity trainers Nicky Holender and
Jennifer Cohen whip the overweight
lovebirds into shape with mountain
runs and extensive beach calisthenics.
The couples are under the guidance of
nutritionist Ashley Koff, who attempts
to tackle their weight issues at their
source by supervising all their meals
and ensuring that they make responsible food choices.
As for the other aspect of the show,
celebrity wedding planner Brian
Worley helps each couple along the
path of planning their dream wedding.
Each individual competition featured
throughout the season has one facet
of the wedding as a prize. In the premiere episode, couples competed in a
dance-off where their heart rates had

Concert Review

to constantly be above a certain level.
The winners nabbed their dream dress
and tuxedo. Further competitions will
have everything from the rings to the
cake as prizes.
Each week, the couple that collectively loses the least weight is eliminated from upcoming competitions.
But the game doesn’t end there. The
eliminated couples are encouraged to
keep up their workout and nutrition
regimens at home because they will
be called back to the show for the
final episode. The couple that achieves
the most weight loss at home wins
their fantasy honeymoon, while the
last remaining couple on the show
wins their complete fantasy wedding,
see WEDDING, page 6

Restaurant Review

Cedar Walton’s gift for jazz You and Q just
on display at Tufts concert may be meant
for each other
by

Matthew Welch

Daily Editorial Board

Cedar Walton, one of the most accomplished living hard bop pianists, played
a phenomenal show to a large audience
in the Distler Performance Hall at Tufts
University’s Granoff Music Building last
Saturday evening. Along with saxophonist
Vincent Herring, bassist David Williams
and drummer Willie Jones III, Walton
performed a diverse set that comprised
everything from his own spirited compositions to introspective ballads.
The show opened with a slower,
bluesy number that provided a wonderful springboard for Herring’s distinct
saxophone technique. As Walton filled
Distler’s space with lush, full chords,
Herring launched into an aggressive solo
that managed to quote different elements
of the song’s melody without sounding redundant. From the first moments
of the show, the inappropriateness of
Distler for a jazz quartet was glaring.
Based on the acoustics of the space,
it was obviously designed for chamber
music. The heavy resonance and reverb
in Distler make it perfect for string quartets and other kinds of classical instrumentation, but it feels woefully inappropriate in a jazz setting. Herring’s saxophone work, which is characterized by
a burning immediacy and vitality, was
shrouded in a cloud of reverb that made
the nuances of his playing less discernable. A similar effect was palpable on
the drums, which boomed into the open
space without definition. Although Fisher
Hall in Granoff’s basement lacks the ritzy
aesthetic of Distler, it would have been a
far more appropriate choice.

Regardless of the acoustics of the hall,
the quartet gave a phenomenal performance. Members of the audience were
mostly older adults and faculty members, but there was a smattering of Tufts
students as well. When each song ended,
the quartet was treated to uproarious
applause and shouting. Walton, who was
clearly appreciative, decided to dedicate
two songs to the crowd for making it to
the show in such inclement weather.
A highlight of the show was a rendition
of “Bolivia,” one of Cedar Walton’s most
famous compositions. With its Latin
inflections and driving rhythm, “Bolivia”
was one of the most impassioned performances of the evening. Walton played
his solo with confidence and conviction,
managing to blend his right hand melodies with advanced block chords in the
left, giving him a full sound that pinged
with dynamics and energy.
Williams’ bass work was another
strength of the concert. Although he was
only given a handful of solos throughout the show (something bassists often
struggle for), Williams managed to fit
a slew of interesting ideas into a relatively small amount of time. One of his
most notable solos was about two minutes long, and saw him referencing jazz
standards like “My Favorite Things” in
between some unique phrases.
In one small segment, Williams
slapped his bass (a technique used
almost exclusively on the electric bass).
The result was pretty quirky, but managed to fit into the solo surprisingly well.
His idiosyncratic attempts were warmly
met by the audience, who applauded
see WALTON, page 6

by Vasundhara Jolly

Contributing Writer

Do you want to try a Genghis Khan?
No, not that one: Tufts doesn’t advocate
eating leaders, no matter how ineffective

Q
660 Washington St.
Boston, MA 02111
(857) 350-3968
Price Range ($-$$$$): $$
or violent they may be. I am, of course,
referring to Mongolian hot pot, as it is
formally known, and the new restaurant
in Chinatown that can introduce you to
this culinary delight.
Q, a fancy restaurant located on the
fringes of Chinatown, is something
out of the ordinary. Sharing building
space with the uptown Archstone apartment building, Q is a hot spot for the
well-dressed and the well-informed of
Boston’s social scene.
The restaurant is easily accessible by the
T, simply a short walk from the Chinatown
station on the orange line. Peak time is
between 7 and 9 p.m., and you will easily wait at least 45 minutes for a table
on Saturday or Sunday, considering they
don’t take reservations on weekends.
Fusion describes it best. Boasting a
see RESTAURANT, page 6

Emily Balk | Whisk-y Business

Give me
a good
raisin

U

sing fruit in a cooked main
course is not a groundbreaking
idea in the food world. Tagine,
Hawaiian pizza and a number
of chutneys claim fruit as an essential
component. However, as a child, I had
a difficult time accepting that fruit had
any place on my dinner plate so, until
recently, I avoided most savory food with
fruit in it.
The change began last summer in
Talloires when my host mother served
me some sort of meat braised with
prunes. Before you say something along
the lines of, “Yuck, prunes are for old
people,” just hear me out. Prunes are a
convenient and healthy snack that I have
always enjoyed. Please don’t make fun of
me. What I hadn’t known was that those
wrinkly dried plums get along swimmingly with other ingredients. Though
the mystery meat that Madame served
that night was overcooked and a creepy
gray color, the sauce was memorable in a
good way. It was sweet, salty and savory,
with a dark complexity imparted by the
prunes, which had plumped in the cooking liquid to become flavor grenades.
A second fruit epiphany occurred over
winter break when I decided to try something new at my favorite Thai restaurant
and ordered the Gang Kua Ped Yang, or
roasted duck curry. The heat of the rich,
spicy red curry sauce was tempered not
only by the coconut milk, but also by
sweet chunks of fresh pineapple. It was
outstanding. I thought about it every day
for a week after that meal like a middle
school crush, until I finally realized Gang
Kua Ped Yang and I would probably not
see each other again for a very long time.
Then I listened to some Bright Eyes and
wrote a sad haiku.
The following recipe was my mother’s
go-to company dish when I was very
young. She called it sweet and sour chicken (actually “pollo agrodolce” in Italian),
which in no way resembles what you get
from a Chinese restaurant. I wouldn’t
touch the stuff. This was a time when my
unsophisticated taste buds shrank back
at the very idea of raisins and couldn’t
stand food cooked with booze, two integral parts of the dish.
I recently asked my mom if she would
resurrect the recipe and show me how
to make it. She did, and now I understand why it was a dish reserved for
guests. It’s a bona fide show-stopper.
The balance of the sauce comes from
the interplay between the sweetness of
sugar and raisins and the biting acidity
of lemon juice. Texture comes from the
briny pop of capers, the crunch of pine
nuts and the breading on the chicken.
Here’s the recipe:
- Dip boneless, skinless chicken breasts
in an egg wash and then into Italian
breadcrumbs.
- Heat up olive oil or butter in a large
skillet and brown the chicken.
- Add at least 1/2 cup of lemon juice,
1/2 cup of dry white wine, 1/4 cup of
sugar, 2 cups of chicken stock, some pine
nuts, golden raisins, capers (as much as
you think you want of each) and a clove
of garlic, minced.
- Bring to a boil and then reduce heat
to simmer until sauce is reduced and
the chicken is cooked through. You can
adjust the ingredients to the flavor balance of your choice. If the sauce dries out
too quickly, add more chicken stock. Add
a couple of tablespoons of butter at the
end as well as salt and pepper to taste.
I recommend serving pollo agrodolce
with a starchy side so it can absorb
the extra sauce. Polenta, rice or mashed
potatoes would all do nicely.
Emily Balk is a senior majoring in biopsychology and community health. She can be
reached at Emily.Balk@tufts.edu.
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‘Shedding’ is a cut
above standard
reality-show fare
WEDDING

continued from page 5

which will — of course — be televised
for all of America to see.
Readers, I sense your skepticism. The
persona of the average reality-show
participant invites endless mockery
and hatred from viewers (see any of
the “Real Housewives” spinoffs, multiple contestants on “The Bachelor”
or the current “Survivor: Redemption
Island” season). Yet it is not the producers’ intent to cast the participants
of “Shedding for the Wedding” in a bad
light. These are genuine, hardworking
individuals who have, in one respect
or another, let themselves go. Having
found love, they are now willing to take
on the challenge of transforming themselves, both physically and mentally,
before they tie the knot.
That’s not to say that all of the show’s
cast members are of the utmost caliber. The first couple eliminated from
the show shared their story of how
they met at a fraternity party in college and intend on throwing a “Greek
Week”-themed wedding, replete with
beer pong tables and all. Another of
the couples met playing an online roleplaying game, and their dream wedding venue would look exactly like the
online fantasy world in which they
met. One other team is made up of
two nature lovers who hope to have an
entirely biodegradable ceremony.
If you’re looking for another trashy
wedding-reality show featuring screaming she-devils in white gowns, you won’t
find it here. “Shedding for the Wedding”
is a pleasant look at relatively likEable
couples who are working to improve
their lives, and viewers should be able
to find inspiration in their endeavors.
Tune in next week as the contestants
sample wedding cakes as part of the
competition: Which team will be able
to restrain themselves the most?

Dilys Ong/Tufts Daily

Q is a fun new restaurant in Chinatown, offering Chinese and Japanese cuisine in a chic environment .

Q, a classy destination for hot pot, opens in Chinatown
RESTAURANT

continued from page 5

sufficiently diverse menu, Q has everything from Japanese fare like sushi to the
regular Chinese entrees and hot pot. The
ambience is by far the classiest I have
seen among Asian restaurants and one of
the nicer ones in Chinatown altogether.
The entrance is flanked with hypnotic blue
bubbles on either side that instantly give
you the impression that you are entering
a swanky place. The staff is helpful and
polite, presumably to everyone and not
just restaurant critics.
Q’s unique selling point is hot pot, which
is a fun concept in itself. It involves ordering a kind of broth, which boils to perfection on your table while you choose what
meat and/or vegetables you want in it.
Going with a few friends is always a good
idea for this big meal.

Courtesy Tufts Department of Music

Iconic jazz pianist Cedar Walton performed at Tufts on Saturday evening.

Old age isn’t keeping Cedar Walton
from doing what he does best
WALTON

continued from page 5

him feverishly after his solo was finished.
One of the more interesting tunes of the
night was a rearranged version of “Young and
Foolish,” which featured a new melody. This
song, an often-played ballad in the jazz repertoire, is difficult to give a fresh sound. When
jazz giants like Bill Evans and Keith Jarrett
have recorded definitive renditions, each
approached the song from a different angle.
In addition to bumping up the tempo

substantially, Walton wrote a new melody
for the saxophone. His new arrangement
didn’t approach the original in terms of
sentimental weight, but it created an
interesting environment for the musicians to explore.
It seems that, even in his later years,
Walton still has the capacity for innovation that made him such a sought-after
musician by artists like John Coltrane and
Art Blakey. He is approaching 80 years old
but showing no signs of slowing down.

There are a variety of broths to choose
from: tom yum, kimchi, herbal and
mushroom, among others. We ordered a
Mongolian Veggie broth with a number of
sides — rice cake, fried tofu, watercress and
mushrooms. The broth turned out to be an
excellent choice, as it was full of flavor, yet
not too spicy, and the rice cake complemented it well.
To make sure we got a full sampling of
the menu, we also ordered General Gao’s
chicken and chicken dumplings, which were
great. The chicken was sweet, sour and perfectly cooked. The chicken dumplings were
tender, doughy and full of flavor.
To drink, we went with the lychee smoothie, which provided a nice, fruity contrast to
the main dish. For those more alcohol-inclined, a quick glance at the bar (across from
where we were sitting) was enough to show a
plentiful variety of cocktails. A highlight was

“The Gunner,” a pear-flavored drink topped
with champagne.
To top off the experience, Q offers the
authentic Asian flavors for its ice cream,
like green tea and red bean. We went as a
group of four and ended up paying a little
over $20 for drinks, food and dessert —
quite reasonable for a full meal at a classy
establishment.
Hot pot is not only fun but encourages
community eating, an idea echoed in many
cultures across the world. It can be tricky
to get right, and Shabu Zen — a rival in the
vicinity — offers even better hot pot, but the
setting is not as chic as Q.
Despite failing to fully live up to its main
attraction, Q definitely gets a thumbs up for
a great way to spend a Friday night. Good
ambience, good conversation and good
music make for a solid restaurant choice for
a younger, hip crowd.
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EDITORIAL

Union workers are wrong target to fix budget
The drama surrounding public unions
in Wisconsin has spilled over into yet
another state. On Tuesday, Republican
lawmakers in Ohio released a new version of a bill that would severely curb
the ability of public unions to protect
their workers. The amendments to the
bill include eliminating public unions’
right to strike and sharp limitations on
their collective-bargaining power.
Should the bill pass, unions would
retain the right to negotiate wages, hours
and certain terms of employment, but
they would be prohibited from bargaining with employers over health benefits,
pensions and working conditions. By
far, the bill’s most disturbing example of
regression is its attempt to outlaw union
workers from striking.
Preventing workers from utilizing
strikes as a means of negotiation is a
heavy — and unacceptable — blow to
workers’ rights. Though Republicans
have proposed this measure in an effort
to be fiscally responsible, it goes unnecessarily far in trying to achieve this goal.
The ability to strike gives workers leverage in negotiating labor terms and contracts. Employers fear strikes for obvious reasons. Without workers there is
no production. Yet without the ability to
strike, the bargaining strength of unions
is significantly diminished. In the words

of Ohio State Sen. Joe Schiavoni (D), who
spoke with The New York Times, removing strikes as a negotiating tool would be
“taking the biggest bargaining chip off
the table.”
Most Americans agree that this is undesirable. According to a New York Times/
CBS News Poll released on Monday, the
majority of respondents supported the
rights of unions to bargain collectively
— 60 percent of those polled were in this
camp, nearly double the number who
favored weaker unions. A plurality of
those responding, to the tune of 40 percent, favor closing state budget gaps by
increasing taxes; by contrast, only 22 percent would favor decreasing the power
of public unions. Finally, 56 percent of
those polled oppose cutting the pay or
benefits of public employees for the purpose of reducing state budget deficits.
Lawmakers need not follow the whims
of their constituents to a T, especially
when it comes to difficult austerity measures. But with a subject so fundamental
as the ability of workers to negotiate as a
group with employers, the American will
cannot and should not be ignored.
The bill’s measures are termed as
budget-cutting and business-friendly.
Though this may be the case, the negative political and economic effects outweigh any of these benefits. Bargaining

power is essential to workers’ rights.
Without it, we will slide back to the days
before the Progressive Era, perhaps the
first period when strikes were widely
used by workers as a tool to gain better
working conditions and higher wages.
The Ohio bill, much like its Wisconsin
counterpart, will not do much in the way
of saving money in our weakened economy. With greater social benefits, workers
would more readily spend their salaries,
and thus further stimulate the economy.
But without such protections, workers will
feel more vulnerable and will be more
likely to tighten their purse strings.
In addition, striking has nothing to
do with the budget: It is merely a way
for workers to maintain the workeremployer balance. The political implications behind union busting, however,
are quite clear. Since public unions overwhelmingly support the Democratic
Party with their political contributions,
it only makes sense for the Republicancontrolled state legislatures and
Republican governors to weaken them.
The efforts of lawmakers in Ohio, as
well as those in Wisconsin and other
states, to weaken public unions are politically motivated, against the will of the
country and counterproductive. There
are better, and fairer, ways to close state
budget gaps.
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Off the Hill | University of Michigan

Not a smart cut
by the

Michigan Daily

The Michigan Daily

While President Barack Obama currently has a lot of issues he’s trying
to resolve, the one he keeps emphasizing the importance of education.
That is why it’s so puzzling that Teach
for America [(TFA)] — an organization
that puts recent college graduates in
teaching positions in low-income communities — is losing about $20 million
in funding as a result of Obama’s new
budget. Without proper funding, the
reach of the number of graduates TFA
can employ and the number of schools
it can help will be drastically limited.
Cuts are inevitable. They’re happening everywhere and to everyone —
including the University [of Michigan]
— but like Washington Post reporter
Richard Cohen wrote in a Feb. 15 article,
“The federal budget, now $3.8 trillion,
will never be balanced by trimming this
or that program.” Not only will cuts to
TFA do minimal damage to the deficit,
but the program is too valuable for
Washington to allow it to be sacrificed.

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position of
The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

TFA is an extremely unique program
that equally benefits students and
teachers. With the unemployment rate
still above 9 percent, jobs for college
graduates aren’t exactly plentiful. TFA
provides college graduates with a rare
opportunity to receive real-world work
experience before being thrust into a
competitive job market.
There are also a variety of benefits
for the schools and students in the districts that TFA works in. TFA teachers
are well educated and positively contribute to the communities that they
enter. TFA sends college graduates all
over the country to schools that are in
desperate need of help and otherwise
couldn’t afford full-time educators.
The proposed cuts to the program
would take away more than 400 TFA
teachers and put a huge dent in what
the program can accomplish. Schools
and students need the expertise and
knowledge that TFA teachers have to
offer, and taking that away would be
a deterrent to public education in the
country. Education is already below par
by many standards, and by decreasing

resources for TFA, Washington is only
moving in the wrong direction in fixing this problem.
The program is particularly popular in Ann Arbor. Many University [of
Michigan] students rely on TFA for a
post-graduation job and are able to
take their experiences from college to
schools that need them. In 2008, the
University [of Michigan] had the highest number of applicants to the TFA
program. And according to a May 9,
2010 Michigan Daily article, 7 percent
of the University’s 2009 graduating class
applied for the program. Additionally,
last spring, the University partnered
with the program to bring a TFA chapter to Detroit. It’s clear that University
students are dedicated, and dependent,
on this program.
Obama needs to recognize how
important TFA is for college students
and public schools. It simultaneously
employs recent graduates and strengthens schools that are in need. Cutting
funding to TFA goes against everything
Obama has said about the importance
of education for the nation’s future.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 2 p.m. and
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Hold the celebration: Egypt’s future still uncertain
by

Daniel Lakin

The revolution in Egypt for three weeks
dominated headlines, television and political discussion worldwide. To all watching, it
seemed that fundamental change was in the
air and that a people oppressed for decades
was finally getting a chance at liberty. Indeed,
the protests centered in Tahrir Square were
fueled by a deep disgust with the regime that
has ruled Egypt since 1981 and by the desire
for a fair, representative and responsible government. After 18 days of demonstrations it
seemed that the protesters had achieved their
goal: Hosni Mubarak resigned as President
and the military that replaced him pledged
to carry the country toward democracy. It’s
probably a little too soon, however, to pop
the champagne and start celebrating the
birth of representative democracy in Egypt.
Revolutions don’t always turn out as their
participants hope.
There are many examples of revolutions
turning away from their original goals, from
the French Revolution in 1789 to the Iranian
revolt against the shah in 1979. To make my
point, I’ll stick with two more recent cases:
Ukraine in 2004 and Kyrgyzstan in 2005.
Both were former Soviet republics and went
through dramatic upheavals and changes as
part of the wave of “color revolutions” that
were exalted as proof of the unstoppable
advance of democracy. Yet in both cases, the
governments put in place by revolutionary
efforts turned out to only offer the same corruption and weaknesses as the regimes they
had replaced.
In Ukraine the upheaval revolved around
an election. Then-President Leonid Kuchma,
who had ruled the country since its independence from the Soviet Union, was leaving
office and had groomed a successor, Viktor
Yanukovych, to replace him. Kuchma was
widely unpopular, having presided over a
decade of economic downturn and repressive governance. The people of Ukraine
longed for a change and joined around a
broad coalition led by a former prime minister, Viktor Yushchenko.
The pro-Russian conservative forces led
by Yanukovych and Kuchma grew alarmed
at the strength of the democracy movement
and made several attempts to eliminate it as
a threat, allegedly going so far as to poison
Yushchenko prior to the election. When the
votes came in, it was clear that the government had massively rigged the election and
groups led by Yushchenko began their protests in Independence Square. The protests

MCT

were almost completely peaceful and within
days had reached crowds of 500,000. After two
months, the Yanukovych government agreed
to redo the election and Yushchenko won by
a landslide. He then proclaimed a new era of
democratic governance in Ukraine and was
championed as a beacon of democracy.
Elements of that story will no doubt sound
very familiar to the reader. Massive governmental corruption, failure to provide basic
services and widespread public protest all
closely match the experience of the protesters in Tahrir Square. The story of Ukraine’s
revolution, however, does not end with
Yushchenko’s election. During his six years
in office, the democratic coalition frayed, the
economy failed to improve and Ukrainian
politics grew more vicious than ever as
the government’s propensity for infighting
became apparent. Over time, Ukrainians
came to despise Yushchenko just as much
as they had Kuchma, if not more. In the 2010
presidential election, Yushchenko won only
5.5 percent of the vote and had to give up
his office to the very man he and others had
revolted against in 2004: Viktor Yanukovych.
Plainly, Ukraine’s Orange Revolution did not
turn out as the people hoped.
Ukraine is not the only country that has
aimed for greater democracy and missed.
Kyrgyzstan in 2005 became the fifth country to join the wave of “Color Revolutions”
sweeping that part of the world. Many of you
have likely never heard of Kyrgyzstan, and

I can’t blame you. The only reason I know
about it is because I was there. I saw the Tulip
Revolution with my own eyes. Mobs swept
into the capital city, clamoring for the resignation of President Askar Akayev, who had
blatantly rigged a recent parliamentary election. Over a period of days marked by limited
violence, arson and looting, the government
fell, and Akayev fled to Russia, resigning several days later. To someone who had never
left North America before and who had certainly never given thought to struggles for
democracy, the Tulip Revolution was both
frightening and awe-inspiring. I thought I
had witnessed a fundamental shift in the
politics of the region, a step along the inevitable path towards democracy. My hopes,
however, were premature.
The revolutionary forces had achieved
their goals — Akayev had resigned, a new
government was put in place and the constitution was amended within months of
the end of unrest. Former Prime Minister
Kurmanbek Bakiev, who had led one of
the main opposition groups in the revolution, was made acting president and was
later elected in a major landslide. But as in
Ukraine, the faces had changed while the
policies had not. Kyrgyzstan continued to
experience economic hardship and brutal
repression, while Bakiev turned to be just as
corrupt as Akayev had been. Another coup
d’etat swept Bakiev from power within five
years, proving that the Tulip Revolution had
been a dismal failure.
Revolution in Egypt has come and gone.
The country is now in a period of consolidation, with opposition leaders attempting to
work with the military to ease the country
toward democracy. The failure of past revolutions described in this article in no way
means that Egypt’s bid for democracy is
doomed to fail. In any case, the courage and
resilience of the Egyptian people is aweinspiring and worthy of admiration and
could very well result in a more democratic
Egypt. However, protesters demonstrated
great courage and resilience in each of the
examples given above. A mass desire for
democracy is often not enough to secure it.
This article is not a prediction. Instead, it is
aimed at those who are (prematurely, in my
opinion) celebrating the rise of democracy
and equality in the Middle East. Things can
still go wrong.
Daniel Lakin is a senior majoring in political science.

Off the Hill | Kansas State University

Government should not control Internet access
by Ian

Huyett

The Kansas State Collegian

In the event of a national emergency,
the president should be able to shut off
access to the Internet for our safety. Yeah,
it doesn’t make sense to me either. But that
seems to be the argument behind S.3480,
the Protecting Cyberspace as a National
Asset Act, a 197-page bill that would grant
the government vast new powers over the
Internet in the name of cybersecurity.
If you’re wondering why our elected
officials might want the ability to stop
Americans from communicating with
each other, you need only look to Egypt.
There, a wave of protests, organized
largely over Facebook, has unseated the
nation’s tyrannical ruler. In an effort to
quell the protests, Egypt’s government
disconnected 80 service providers at
5:20 p.m. on Jan. 17, according to a Jan.
28 Arbor Networks article. The entire
country was virtually shut off from the
Internet.
S.3480, sponsored by Senator Joseph
Lieberman [(I-Conn.)], would give the
president the power to do just that. In
an Aug. 11, 2010, column, lawyer and
Time [Magazine] writer Adam Cohen
wrote, “Imagine a President misusing
this particular power: If the people are
rising up against an unpopular administration, the president could cool things
down by shutting off a large swath of
the Internet.”
Lieberman insists the bill is not intend-

ed to stifle free speech. Yet Lieberman,
the former running mate of Al Gore, has
a long record of advancing Orwellian
policies aimed at expanding the government and trampling personal liberty.
Lieberman has held congressional hearings on offensive music, tried to amend
the Espionage Act to prosecute WikiLeaks
and has been a staunch advocate of the
Patriot Act. Lieberman is a longtime supporter of “Christians United for Israel”
which overtly advocates a pre-emptive
military strike against Iran.
When Lieberman defended his bill in
a June 20, 2010, interview with CNN, he
cited China as an example of good cybersecurity. “Right now China, the government, can disconnect parts of its Internet
in case of war,” Lieberman said. “We need
to have that here too.” China’s draconian
control of the Internet has little to do with
war; in June 2009, the Chinese government completely shut down the Internet
across northwestern Xinjiang to silence
a wave of dissent, according to a May 14,
2010, article in The Guardian.
It’s difficult to think of a scenario where
shutting off major Internet providers
would make Americans safer. If “cyber
terrorists” want to shut down our infrastructure, we’ll respond by shutting down
our infrastructure?
On the other hand, it’s easy to think of
ways in which, as in Egypt and China, an
oppressive government could abuse this
power to stem the free flow of information and ideas.
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The bill would work by creating a
new agency within the Department of
Homeland Security, the National Center
for Cybersecurity and Communications,
or NCCC. If the president decided to
shut off Internet access, any private
company reliant on the Internet would
become “subject to command” by
the NCCC, and would be required to
“immediately comply with any emergency measure or action,” including
“information sharing,” or else face
charges, according to a June 17, 2010,
article in The Huffington Post.
[Franklin
Delano
Roosevelt]’s
Communications Act of 1934 already
gives the president the authority to shut
down “wire communications” during “a
state or threat of war.” The new bill, however, would remove this precondition.
The president could pull the plug on
Internet providers whenever he deemed
it necessary.
Short of an armed populace, the
Internet is an oppressive government’s
worst fear. It allows for a nearly limitless amount of simultaneous speech and
makes total surveillance and regulation
next to impossible. The governments of
Egypt and China would not have shut it
down if it weren’t vastly more difficult to
manage and control it.
Americans can use the Internet as a
vital tool to safeguard our inalienable
rights. Or, as in Egypt and China, we can
allow the government to assume control
of it under the pretext of taking care of us.

Prashanth Parameswaran |
The Asianist

The truth
about
Malaysia

W

ith the exception of a few blank
stares, I get a pat on the back in the
United States for being Malaysian.
Middle Eastern cab drivers
silence their radios and begin re-enacting
former Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad’s
thundering tirades against the West. American
backpackers start a play-by-play account of
the vibrant shopping scene and mouth-watering food. The melting pot over at the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy boils over with
praise for the impressive interracial harmony
Malaysia has achieved between a Muslim
majority and sizable Chinese and Indian
minorities. Even the less-informed manage
their own rendition of the famous ”Malaysia:
Truly Asia” advertisement.
The reality is much more sobering. The
headlines recently dominating Malaysian
newspapers have hardly painted delicious,
harmonious or melodious pictures of the
country. A Muslim woman nearly caned for
drinking a beer. Muslims offending Hindus by
carrying a severed cow’s head in demonstrations. Churches attacked by Malay-Muslims
following a court ruling over how the word
“god” should be used. Hindu temples demolished and hundreds of government detentions
following protests. Sodomy charges against
opposition leader Anwar Ibrahim. And, most
recently, a crackdown to stop Muslim youth
from celebrating Valentine’s Day.
These are images one expects in Saudi
Arabia or Pakistan, not “moderate Muslim”
Malaysia. Yet the truth is that Malaysia has
long been a racially and religiously exclusivist
country, rather than the secular, harmonious
society some make it out to be. Its constitution guarantees freedom of worship. In practice, though, all ethnic Malays are considered
Muslim, Muslims are not allowed to convert
and non-Muslims are forced to do so if they
want to marry a Muslim. Some movies portraying God in other forms, like “The Prince
of Egypt” (1998) and “Bruce Almighty” (2003)
have been banned, and furor erupts sporadically over concerts by “immoral” groups like
the Black Eyed Peas. And a decades-old rule
grants exclusive privileges to Malay-Muslims
in higher education, government and the
economy at the expense of minorities.
Even if not all Malay-Muslims condone
them, these policies and events raise serious doubts about whether a Muslim majority can coexist equally with non-Muslim
minorities and if Islam can balance communal faith and individual rights. There are
already growing signs of discontent. Many
non-Malays have fled the country. After the
2008 elections, non-Malays and some moderate Malay-Muslims deserted the governing coalition led by Malaysia’s ruling United
Malays National Organization, where it lost
its two-thirds parliamentary majority for the
first time. Investors have also been spooked
by racial and religious tensions.
Yet with elections looming, few expect
change. Prime Minister Najib Razak, sandwiched between disgruntled minorities calling
for reform and conservative Malay-Muslims
resisting it, has all but shelved his grandiose
plans for changing the affirmative action system. With the opposition losing steam and
oil prices rising, Mr. Najib may be tempted to
make half-hearted changes to win just enough
non-Malay votes to regain his party’s twothirds majority or court more conservative
Malays and campaign on economic growth.
But neither of those options will address the
structural problems that plague the country.
Outside observers will probably continue
to marvel at Malaysia for its weather, food
and shopping. But, as a Malaysian, I wish I
could admire my country for more meaningful things like political leadership, equality
and progress, rather than the corrupt, scandal-filled and stagnant politics that have kept
it from becoming a truly modern, harmonious and prosperous republic. Truly Asia? I
certainly hope not.

Prashanth Parameswaran is a first-year
Fletcher student. He can be reached at
Prashanth.Parameswaran@tufts.edu. His
blog is asianist.wordpress.com.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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5 Sunny and Spacious Rooms.
2 Bedroom apt. Close to Tufts
Great location!
Large living room, dining room,
ceiling fans. Modern eat-in kitchen
features plenty of cabinets, dishwasher, gas range, and refrigerator. Close to bus lines, easy access
to rt 93 & 16 & other public transportation. Plenty off-st parking.
No laundry - laundry mat 1 block
away. No smoking or pets. $1300/
mo. Avail March 1st. Please call
(781) 507-6351 or after 4PM (781)
395-9096.

1 Bedroom Apartment
Gorgeous 1 Bed Apartment.
2 Blocks to Tufts, Large Sunny
Rooms, New Bathroom & Kitchen,
Refinished Hardwood Floor, Huge
Thermal Pane Designer Windows.
Off Street Parking available
09/01/11. Amazing Apartment No
Fees. $1,000. Contact
(781) 396-4675

Sports

Wanted
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-

-

$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Become a California Cryobank
donor and earn up to $1,200/
month, receive free health and
infectious disease testing, and
help people fulfill their dreams
of starting a family. Convenient
Cambridge location. Apply online:
SPERMBANK.com
classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Anderson, Quezada, Orchowski all to return Colby is dark horse for Big Dance
Men’s basketball
continued from page 12

marked their third conference
win, evened their NESCAC record
at 3-3 and all but ensured the
team’s first playoff appearance in
four seasons.
Even with losses to both
Trinity and Amherst on the
road the following weekend,
Tufts found its way into postseason play because of losses by
Wesleyan and Conn. College. But
the Jumbos, not wanting to back
their way in, put their stamp on

the season with an electrifying
Senior Day win over Bates on
Feb. 12, a victory that ensured
the fifth seed in the playoffs and
set a date with the Bantams.
And while the loss to Trinity is all
the Jumbos can think about right
now, both Mason and Anderson
believe the team’s experience in
close games — in both wins and
losses — is the biggest positive to
take away this season.
“We played in a lot of tight
games this year,” Mason said. “I
think this year we learned how

to win some close games. There
were a few games that we let slip
away, but nothing like in years
past. I think the experience of
learning how to win in different
ways in close games is probably
the returners’ biggest strength.”
Those who will suit up next season returners are already preparing for the 2011-12 campaign.
“A lot of us have been in the
gym already,” Anderson said.
“Even two days [after the Trinity
loss], more than half the team was
in the gym playing and lifting.”

Panthers have only had one Tournament victory
NESCAC men’s BBALL
continued from page 12

Freshman guard Joey Kizel and
forward James Jensen combined
for 20 points on 8-of-12 shooting. Meanwhile, the Camels shot
a putrid 2-for-18 from beyond the
arc and were held to 22.2 percent shooting overall. On top 10-9
with 16:20 to play in the first half,
Middlebury utilized a 9-0 run to
pull away for good, ultimately
securing a 61-41 victory.
While the team was thrilled to
secure only the second NESCAC
Championship in school history,
they know there is still work left

to be done. Brown, now in his
14th season with the program,
believes this is the best team he
has ever coached.
“These guys have been incredibly consistent,” he said. “Our
one loss came against one of
the best teams in the nation in a
game when we were without our
leading scorer.”
The Panthers’ 25 wins this
season were enough to secure
a first-round bye in the NCAA
Tournament, which begins this
Thursday. Middlebury will host
a second-round matchup on
Saturday against the winner of

the Salve Regina and Western
Connecticut game.
The Panthers have only one
NCAA tournament victory in
school history, a win they earned
last year at home. Brown, however, isn’t fazed by the team’s general
lack of success this time of year.
“A big part of this team’s makeup is our ability to play well on
the road and compose ourselves
in hostile environments,” Brown
said. “Our goal is to take it one
game at a time and try to gain
some momentum. Hopefully,
we’ll find ourselves playing in the
final weekend of the season.”

Fireside Chat
DATE: TUESDAY, MARCH 8TH
TIME: 6-8 PM
DEWICK CONFERENCE ROOM

THIS IS NOT A RESEARCH TALK!
The Center for STEM Diversity
invites you to our ongoing series,
where students can hear from faculty about
their personal experiences
inside and outside of the classroom!

NESCAC WOMEN’S BBALL
continued from page 12

2010, the Lord Jeffs have reloaded
for another run at the championship. The team — which has not lost
since early January — is currently
riding a 13-game win streak after
crushing Bowdoin 72-37 in Sunday’s
NESCAC Championship.
“The attitude of this team is we
don’t worry about things,” Amherst
coach G.P. Gromacki said. “The
girls don’t worry about who we’re
playing or where we’re going. They
just keep doing what they need to
do, and I think that’s one of our biggest strengths.”
Amherst, ranked No. 2 nationally,
went undefeated in NESCAC play
for the second straight year. Since
2007, Gromacki’s squad has compiled a record of 114-9, losing just
three games in league play and winning the NESCAC Championship
three out of the past four seasons.
“These girls just go out and play
basketball. They enjoy playing the
game and have a lot of fun with
it,” Gromacki said. “I think they’re
prepared for what lies ahead and
aren’t worried about the intangibles
outside of their control.”
With only a week before the firstround games begin, Gromacki — the
2010 Div. III National Coach of the
Year — believes his team’s relaxed
outlook will pay dividends in the

single-elimination tournament.
“We remember some things from
last year, and we can take away a lot
from the experience, but you have
to look at who’s playing on our team
right now,” Gromacki said. “This is a
different team as far as attitude goes,
as far as skill level goes and as far as
who we play in the games.”
Bowdoin and national No. 25
Williams are also looking to build
upon recent successes in the tournament. The Ephs, who lost to
Amherst in the New England sectional semifinals in 2010, received
an at-large bid for the second year in
a row, while Bowdoin will be attending the Big Dance for the 11th consecutive season, the longest current
streak in Div. III.
Then there’s upstart Colby, which
finished in second place in the conference ahead of both Bowdoin and
Williams. The Mules have only lost
three times in their past 16 games
and — due to a favorable draw — will
not have to face a NESCAC opponent until the national semifinals.
The NESCAC has long been one
of the deepest and most talented
conferences in Div. III basketball,
yet a national title has remained
elusive. This year, when the nets are
cut down at Illinois Wesleyan’s Shirk
Center on March 19th, one of these
four teams might be the one that
ends the streak and makes history.

Men’s Swimming

Schmidt leads Jumbos All-Conference members
the 1,000-yard freestyle.
Also garnering All-Conference honors
were members of the third-place 200-yard
medley relay, seniors Zed Debbaut and
Michael Del Moro, who is also a news editor
for the Daily, and juniors E.J. Testa and Owen
Rood; the third-place 200-yard freestyle relay
of Rood, Testa and seniors Gordy Jenkins
and David Meyers; and the 400-yard freestyle relay of Testa, Jenkins, Rood and Meyer.
All three relay squads finished in national
B-cut qualifying time.
The athletes were not the only ones to
receive accolades on Monday: Diving coach
Brad Snodgrass was named the NESCAC
Men’s Diving Coach of the Year for the first
time in his career, though he won NCAA
Diving Coach of the Year honors both in
2005 and 2008.

Freshman diver Johann Schmidt was
named the NESCAC Diver of the Meet on
Monday after winning both the 1- and
3-meter diving events at the NESCAC
Championships this weekend, leading a
large delegation of Tufts swimmers and divers, who garnered All-Conference honors.
The top three finishers in each event received
All-Conference recognition.
Schmidt had comeback victories in both
wins. In the 1-meter on Friday, he placed
second in the preliminaries to Amherst’s Colin
White before besting White’s score, 462.50
to 448.75, in the final round. A similar story
unfolded in the 3-meter, with Schmidt scoring lower than White in the preliminaries, but
leapfrogging over the Amherst freshman in
the final round to capture first place.
The only other Jumbo to join the AllConference ranks in an individual event was
freshman Kyle Savidge, who placed third in

—by Alex Lach

The Department of Romance Languages is pleased to invite you to

“CONTACTOS Y CONFLICTOS
LINGÜÍSTICOS EN LOS ANDES:

Featuring:
Dr. Francie Chew
Professor of Biology

el castellano y las lenguas indígenas” (in Spanish)

by

Rodolfo Cerrón-Palomino
3RQWL¿FLD8QLYHUVLGDG&DWyOLFDGHO3HU~

RSVP

BY

SUNDAY, MARCH 6TH

WANDA MONTAÑEZ @

TO

WANDA.MONTANEZ@TUFTS.EDU

DINNER IS ON US IF YOU DON’T HAVE A MEAL PLAN

Thursday, March 3, 2011
6:00 pm, Olin 011
5HFHSWLRQWRIROORZLQ/DPLQDQ/RXQJH
Visit http://ase.tufts.edu/romlang for more info.
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Men’s Squash

Matching rank, Jumbos finish 3rd in D-division
Tufts goes 2-1 in weekend matches, ends 2010-11 season 9-16
by

Matt Berger

Daily Editorial Board

Ranked third in the College Squash
Association (CSA) D-division, the
men’s squash team finished just
as expected in this weekend’s CSA
National Team
Championships,
recording a third-place finish out of
eight teams in the Conroy Cup, after
wins over Colgate and Georgetown
and a loss to Conn. College in matches
played at both Harvard and MIT. After
winning five of their last six matches,
the Jumbos finished 2010-11 with a
9-16 team record.
The most exciting match of the
weekend, and one of Tufts’ most competitive of the year, came in Sunday’s
third-place match against No. 29
Georgetown. The Hoyas came into
the match, like the Jumbos, with a
1-1 record on the weekend — they
had a 5-4 victory over No. 28 Denison
on Friday and an 8-1 loss to No. 25
Hobart the day after. Despite the similar ranking and identical weekend
records, however, the Jumbos thought
that they had a good chance at toppling the Hoyas.
“We thought that we would have a
relatively easy time with Georgetown,”
junior Henry Miller said. “We probably weren’t going to dominate them,
but we thought that we were overall
the better team.”
As has been the case for much of
the season, the Jumbos dominated
Georgetown at the top of the lineup but
did not have nearly as much success at
the bottom. Every Tufts player ranked
from first to fifth won, but the Jumbos
failed to get a single win from their
sixth- through ninth-ranked players.
With eight matches finished and
the score tied 4-4, the deciding match
came at the No. 4 spot between Tufts
senior Andrew Kim and Georgetown
junior Chris Ahn. As both teams
watched from behind the court, Kim
and Ahn battled through five close
games with Kim finally pulling out the
victory, 7-11, 12-10, 11-4, 7-11, 11-6.
“That
match
showed
that
Georgetown is a pretty solid team all
the way through,” Miller said. “We
were pretty fortunate to pull it out.
Andrew Kim had a huge win for us.”
On Saturday, the Jumbos faced No.

Daily File Photo

The men’s squash team took third place at its final tournament of the season, closing the
season by winning five of six matches.
26 Conn. College, a team that they had
split two matches with earlier in the
season, winning 5-4 on Nov. 20 and
losing 7-2 on Feb. 5.
This match, however, belonged with
the Camels, who swept the Jumbos,
9-0. No Tufts player won more than
a single game in individual matches against Conn. College, who went
on to win the Conroy Cup. It was a
disappointing performance for Tufts,
especially since the team had already
beaten the Camels this season.
“They played really well,” Miller
said. “But we definitely didn’t play our
best, so I think it was a combination
of those two things. It just wasn’t a
good day for us.”
In the first round of the tournament,
Tufts toppled No. 30 Colgate, 7-2.
Seniors Alex Gross, captain, and Ben
Rind, ranked No. 1 and No. 2 respectively in the Jumbos’ lineup, both won
in three games to give Tufts some early

momentum. Freshman No. 5 Michael
Abboud also won his match, sweeping
Colgate freshman James Beddow while
surrendering only 10 points in a dominant 11-4, 11-0, 11-6 victory.
With the end of the season comes
the end of the squash careers of
two Tufts seniors: Kim and Rind.
The third, Gross, will continue playing in this weekend’s CSA Individual
Championships at Dartmouth, and has
played at the No. 1 position for Tufts
for the past three seasons. According
to the Jumbos, he will be especially
missed not only for his playing ability
but also for his overall contributions
to the Tufts squash program.
“He has a lot of energy when he
plays,” coach Doug Eng said. “He
always has a lot of hustle and heart. As
a captain, I really appreciate his leadership. He really understands what it’s
like to lead a team. He makes unselfish
contributions to the rest of the guys.”

Elephants in the Room
My worst injury

Advice for my
10-year-old self

Blake Griffin
should jump
over ____ next

Favorite Tufts
athlete not in
your sport

Broken foot last
season

Put down the
chips and wax
your eyebrows

The Dyer twins
stacked

Dick Shea (Tufts
football ‘49), my
grandpa

Mary Kate Gorman
Sophomore midfielder
Women’s Lacrosse

Broken ankle

Eat your
vegetables

A unicorn

Junior
James Long,
men’s basketball

Sean Kirwan
Junior attackman
Men’s Lacrosse

My currently
broken hand

Definitely quit
baseball

Kevin McCormick
Junior midfielder
Men’s Lacrosse

A broken leg in
two places

Create a
Facebook

Kelly Cakert
Junior midfielder
Women’s Lacrosse

Junior
The New York
Jamie Love-Nichols,
Knicks
women’s soccer

An elephant

So it can’t be
myself?

Celebrity crush

Angelina Jolie

Leo DiCaprio

Addison Timlin
(As Sasha
Bingham on
“Californication”)

Carrie Underwood

all photos courtesy tufts athletics

Brian Rowe | Calls the Shots

Here’s to
friends

I

’ve had just about enough of owners,
reporters and all manner of talking heads declaring that the NBApocalypse is upon us due to players
“just now” discovering that they are able
to force their way onto any franchise
they want, with any friends they want
and get as much money as they want.
Let’s get a few things straight. First:
free agency. Unrestricted free agency
at the conclusion of every player’s contract was established in 1996, with an
inaugural class that included Michael
Jordan, Shaquille O’Neal, Gary Payton,
Juwan Howard and many more. These
are some of the best players ever. Guess
what they did with their newfound
power. Signed with whatever team they
felt like. Sound familiar?
Jordan obviously re-signed with
Chicago, with which he had won a
championship the season before and
would go on to win two more. He signed
a one-year contract, because — oh, I’m
just guessing here — he felt comfortable there, owner Jerry Reinsdorf was
paying him enough to buy any other
franchise and he thought the team
gave him the best chance of stroking
his trophy-fueled ego.
Shaq signed with the Lakers because
Los Angeles was the only city built to
handle his personality, he wanted to
be a genie in a movie and probably
wanted to chill with Jack Nicholson. He
didn’t feel like staying in Orlando with
a bunch of scrubs and thought purple
and gold would nicely complement his
eye color and Superman tattoo.
LeBron James decided to play copycat this past summer, and while I have
not and will not ever condone his fated
“Decision” program, I have no problem with his actual choice. He looked
around and saw Miami would let him
play with a bunch of buddies from Team
USA, build a mansion on a beach and
generally live a superstar lifestyle while
being on a competitive team. Sounds
like a viable alternative to Cleveland,
otherwise known as the pit of all sports
despair. Think of it like your housing
decision going into sophomore year —
another sad, lonely year in a South Hall
single because of “dorm loyalty” or a
year in Hillsides with a bunch of sweet
friends, more freedom and faster Pizza
Days delivery. Easy.
Second thing that needs to be
cleared up: trades. Carmelo Anthony
forced his way out of Denver? What,
by having one of his best all-around
seasons as a Nugget? Yeah, he said he
wanted to play in New York a couple of
times and might have not have signed
the contract extension offered to him.
But seriously, Denver’s rookie general
manager got nervous, didn’t want to
lose ’Melo for nothing this summer,
thought his team’s glorious chemistry
would be disrupted if he didn’t trade
him and just generally panicked. ’Melo
can say whatever he wants, but the
GM pulls the trigger. Basketball is a
business, and it is solely a GM’s prerogative (and owner’s, in the case of
Mark Cuban) when a player is traded.
When it’s finally the player’s turn to
be in control during free agency, we
shouldn’t criticize him acting in his
self-interest — it’s natural.
And finally, my favorite line from the
masses: “With all of these high-profile moves, there is no more parity in
the NBA!” Like there was before? Two
teams — the Lakers and Spurs — have
combined to win nine of the past 12
championships. The Lakers and Celtics
have combined to win 33 of 64 possible
NBA championships ever. Sounds like
the definition of parity.
More significantly than any one
player, seven coaches have combined
to win the last 24 titles. How many
rings does Carmelo have? I’d trade for
Gregg Popovich before any player in
the league, but that’s just me.

Brian Rowe is a senior majoring in economics. He can be reached at B.Rowe@
tufts.edu.
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Despite disappointing end, Jumbos made substantial progress
Team more than doubles 2009-10 win total, makes NESCAC tournament
by

compared to our underclassmen years.”
For Anderson, the progress made this season resulted from two facets of the game that
haven’t been Tufts’ forte over the past few
seasons: chemistry and defense.
“We might not have had as much talent,
but without those five or six seniors [who
graduated last year], we thought that we
could be a better team,” Anderson said.
“We stopped thinking about personal
things like ‘who’s going to score the most
points,’ and stuff like that. It all started on
the defensive end. We played a lot better
defense than we had [in the past].”
Anderson also emphasized the team’s
tight-knit nature.
“There was no off-the-court stuff going
on,” he said. “Everyone got along so well. The
freshmen came in and everyone loved them. It
showed on the court. During the fall, we were
putting things together, with Alex Orchowski,
a transfer, coming in along with the freshmen,
but we came together really well.”
The season began, however, as the past few
have: with an up-and-down non-conference
schedule that left Tufts at 6-6 heading into
NESCAC play — those six victories matched
the team’s 2009-10 win total — followed by two
losses in the first weekend of conference play
at home against Williams and Middlebury.
While the season may have appeared to be
headed down the same lowly road, the team
refused to hit the panic button.
“It was disappointing to start 0-2 in the
conference, but those two teams [had] just
played for the conference championship, so
they were the best two teams in the conference, which we knew going in,” Mason said.
“At the same time, though, we were up 15
against Middlebury at halftime and against
Williams we didn’t really lose until the very
end of the game, so we knew we were able to
play with those teams. We knew the season
wasn’t over just because of those two losses.”
Unlike past seasons, when a two-game
losing streak would quickly snowball into
a four-game slide, these Jumbos showed
resiliency and bounced back the following
week to win conference bouts at Bowdoin
and Colby. And while a home loss on Jan.
28 to cellar-dweller Conn. College slowed
down the Jumbos’ momentum, a comeback
win the next afternoon against Wesleyan
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Though the men’s basketball team’s
70-47 loss to Trinity in the first round of
the NESCAC tournament occurred nearly
two weeks ago, for most of the Jumbos it
feels as if the final buzzer just sounded.
“I would say that there’s definitely still
a sour taste in the team’s mouth because
that’s not how we wanted to go out,” senior
tri-captain forward Sam Mason said. “I don’t
feel that it was one of our better games, considering the way we had been playing going
into it. … You always hate to lose when you
don’t put together your best game.”
The wound was deepened when the team
watched at home as Trinity put up an admirable performance in a 79-69 loss to topseeded Williams in the NESCAC semifinals
this weekend, only furthering the wonder of
what might have been.
“We saw how they did against Williams and
saw that they really competed against them
and felt that we could have had that opportunity,” sophomore forward Scott Anderson
said. “We definitely know that we had the
potential to be in the spot that Trinity was in.”
Still, when the Jumbos (13-12 overall,
4-5 NESCAC) put the whole season in perspective, it’s easy to find many positives in
a campaign that marked Tufts’ first overall
winning record since 2006-07, as well as the
team’s first playoff appearance since 2007.
The team knew that fresh faces would have
to step up and fill an offensive void left by
the graduation of six seniors.
Anderson, a solid freshman role player
last season, emerged as the team’s leading
scorer at 11.9 points per game, while also
averaging 5.9 rebounds. He started every
game, along with junior guard Amauris
Quezada, who scored 10.5 points per game
and garnered two NESCAC Player of the
Week awards during the course of the season. Sophomore forward Alex Orchowski
averaged 9.0 points and a team-high 7.4
rebounds in his first season at Tufts since
transferring from Div. I Lafayette.
“I think it was a big step forward,” Mason
said. “I was proud to be a captain with [senior
guard] Matt Galvin this year, kind of setting the
younger guys up for the season ahead … while
we didn’t have an excellent season recordwise, it was a big step for the Tufts program

William H. Butt V/Tufts Daily

Sophomore Scott Anderson has fueled a renaissance of Tufts basketball in the 2010-11 season.
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Middlebury tops NESCAC for 2nd time Four NESCAC teams get
Panthers will host second-round NCAA matchup Saturday to NCAA tournament
by

Zachey Kliger
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This past weekend’s NESCAC
men’s basketball tournament was
not the most thrilling in recent
memory. Only two out of the seven
contests were decided within single-digits. Three of the four quarterfinal games were won by at least 20
points. And with the exception of
the championship game, there were
no upsets. But for a Middlebury
squad that had one goal in mind,
the results of the weekend were
very exciting.
A blowout victory over Conn.
College on Friday, a comeback over
Amherst on Saturday and a triumphant Sunday performance in the
title game gave the Panthers their
second NESCAC title in the past
three seasons.
Sunday’s matchup was bound to
be tough for the Panthers, who were
tasked with leaving the friendly
confines of their home gym to take
on Williams, the top-ranked team
in the nation. The Ephs entered
Sunday’s contest with a 34-game
home-win streak and a 9-0 record
against NESCAC opponents.
But Middlebury — riding high
following a win against Amherst on

Saturday — was eager to get another
shot at Williams, which handed the
Panthers their first loss on Jan. 29. In
that game, Middlebury played without its leading scorer, junior forward
Ryan Sharry, who was sidelined with
an injury. This time, the Panthers
jumped out early and rode sophomore guard Nolan Thompson’s 15
points to a 63-54 victory.
“I was definitely very excited
today to get a shot at Williams,”
Sharry said. “Missing that game
was tough during the season, but
the team played great, and I was
just happy to be able to be out there
today and contribute to this win.
It’s a great accomplishment for our
team and our school.”
After dismissing Conn. College
in a 61-41 blowout on Friday, the
Panthers turned to their next challenge: a rematch of the Feb. 11 contest against Amherst, in which the
the Lord Jeffs earned their first loss
of the season. Amherst, eager to
avenge its previous letdown inside
Pepin Gym, came out hot, hitting
48 percent of its field goals in the
first 20 minutes of play while breaking out for an 18-point cushion.
The Panthers managed to trim
the margin back down to 14 by halftime, and continued to chip away at

the Lord Jeffs’ lead throughout the
second half. On Sharry’s shoulders,
the Panthers tied Amherst with 1:49
to play before taking the lead for
good on a layup with just over a
minute left. Meanwhile, Amherst
went cold from the field down the
stretch; they were unable to score
during the final 3:08. Sharry posted
a double-double in 26 minutes on
the floor for the Panthers, scoring
15 points and grabbing 13 boards.
“It was a great win for us; there’s
no doubt about it,” Middlebury
coach Jeff Brown said. “They did a
great job of taking our fans out of
the mix in the first half, but once
a few bounces started to go our
way in the second half, the building
got louder and all the momentum
seemed to be on our side.”
Fortunately for the Panthers,
Friday night’s game against Conn.
College (12-13), which had had
only recorded three wins against
NESCAC opponents all season, was
a breeze, and left them energized
for the semis on Saturday.
With senior center Andrew Locke
out of the lineup, Middlebury relied
on solid contributions from the
bench to dismantle the Camels.
see NESCAC MEN’S BBALL, page 10
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Four NESCAC schools were
included in the field of 64 released
by the NCAA Div. III Women’s
Basketball Committee for the 2011
Championship on Monday, making it the most-represented conference in the tournament for a
second consecutive year.
Forty-three
conferences
(including the NESCAC) send their
post-season tournament winners
to the NCAA Championship automatically, while the selection committee picks the other 21 teams
based on a set of criteria including
strength of schedule, results versus
regionally ranked teams, and overall win-loss percentage.
Bowdoin (22-5), Colby (21-5)
and Williams (21-5) all received atlarge bids, joining 2011 NESCAC
Champion Amherst (26-1), which
qualified via the league’s automatic
bid. The Lord Jeffs, who earned the
No. 1 seed in their region this year,
took third in the 2010 tournament,
losing to the eventual national
champion, Washington University
in St. Louis, in the semifinals.
Tufts barely missed out on a

fourth straight NCAA berth after
finishing the season 18-6. A fifthplace finish and first-round exit in
the NESCAC tournament left the
Jumbos just shy of achieving what
would have been a fourth at-large
bid for the conference.
The dominance of the NESCAC
nationally is nothing new. At least
three teams from the conference
have received bids every year since
2008, with a record five competing last year: Amherst, Bowdoin,
Colby, Tufts and Williams. Even
more impressive, a NESCAC team
has reached the Elite Eight in seven
of the past eight seasons.
Despite this success, a NESCAC
team has never won a national
championship in women’s basketball. Since the inaugural tournament in 1982, the closest a
member has come to winning the
competition was in 2004, when
Bowdoin lost out to University of
North Carolina, Wilmington in the
finals.
This year, of the NESCAC teams,
Amherst looks to have the best
shot at the title. After impressive Final Four runs in 2009 and
see NESCAC WOMEN’S BBALL, page 10

